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As information technologies associated with CD, Web and Multi-media are 
making rapid advances; Electronic Publishing opens hitherto unknown areas 
in presenting, expressing and propagating ideas. Digital libraries are 
becoming a reality faster than librarians have dreamed or dreaded. No live 
library system can disregard these developments.  
CD-ROMs in Digital Libraries 
Few years back CD-ROM had been looked as a ‘transient technology’, in the 
hope that web technology would ultimately take over CD-ROMs. However, 
rise in number of commercial and technical CD-ROM titles shows that it has a 
big future. CD-ROM collections in the libraries are getting thicker day by day. 
Concept of ‘paperless library’ is now equated with CD-ROM Library. Its role in 
digital library will become more prominent with the spread of DVDs in coming 
years.  
CD-ROM titles can be mainly categorized in to three:  
1. Multimedia presentations: Audio and video CDs are produced in millions 
and becoming the most popular products of entertainments.  
2. Indexing and abstracting services. E.g. ‘Tree-CD’ by Commonwealth 
Agricultural Bureau (CAB), AGRIS by FAO, etc. 
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3. Full text CDs: Though more and more digital libraries are created and 
made available through Internet, CD-ROM full text publishing is also 
flourishing. CD-ROMs are ideal for publishing reference works. 
Encyclopedia Britannica is now available in three CDs. Full texts of 
research reports and scientific papers on topics of academic interest are 
now a days collected and published in CDs. e.g. ‘Solid Waste 
Management’ by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, USA). 
Now a days any thing that is electronic / digital are   put in CD, calling them 
‘Electronic Publishing’. Standards are yet to be evolved for electronic 
publishing, especially for CD-ROM publishing. Indexing and Abstracting 
services in CD are published with excellent search engines. ‘WinSpirs’, a 
retrieval package developed by Silver Platter is considered to be one of the 
finest search engines. It is used to produce important abstracting databases 
in CDs, such as CAB Abstracts, AGRICOLA, AGRIS, etc.   
Full text CDs 
Since CDs hold huge store of information, full text CDs resemble collections 
in special libraries. Strong similarities exist in between collection inside a 
library and a CD. While even a few hundred books are shelved in a library 
applying cataloguing and classification, thousands of document files are put 
in CD without applying proper documentation methods. Most of the CDs with 
full text are mere stack of thousands of files. This makes many full text CDs 
some thing like black- holes, where enormous quantity of information is 
roaming around inside with out finding a way to the out side world of 
information seekers. 
Most of Full Text CDs are coming with a hypertext file, in which hundreds of 
titles are loosely classified under some categories. These titles are hyper 
linked with the original full text file, clicking upon which the full text is 
opened. In-depth free text search is impossible and users should be content 
with the categories provided.  One has to browse all the titles under a 
category to get the needed one. If the title is inter-disciplinary, it may not be 
there in the category he is looking under.  In some CDs of   conference 
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proceedings, thousands of papers are scattered under different sections. 
Looking for a particular title often becomes a formidable task. 
In some CDs an index made of title words / key words are provided and 
hyper linked with the full text file. Here in-depth search is possible. However, 
the static nature of the index limits the search, since free combination of key 
words cannot be tried for retrieval.  
Above cases underlines the need for alternate retrieval mechanisms in CD-
ROM full text publishing. The dynamism of electronic media should fully be 
utilized in bringing out usable digital collections in CD by providing efficient 
free text search facilities. Such full text CDs are mass-produced by first 
developing a digital archive of document collections and creating a master 
CD. 
Digital Archiving 
Digital archiving constitutes one of the main components of digital libraries. It 
adds value and saves time while extending the hours of access. It reduces 
the need for proximity to information resources, but still emphasizes the 
quality of those resources. It is a library that can be individually customized 
and, ultimately, will be easy to use. 
When Johannes Gutenberg of Germany invented the art of printing during the 
1440s, the trend was to convert every manuscript into printed form. 
Microfilming technique helped to convert at least archival materials like old 
books, library catalogues, journals and newspapers into microform. What is 
prevalent at present is conversion of printed documents into digital form.  
One can now easily scan thousands of printed pages and put in hard 
disk/CDs. More than thirty thousand word-processed pages can be stored in 
one CD. Although, several packages are in vogue for materializing digital 
archives, they lack efficient search mechanism. Devoid of a search 
mechanism, digital storage mediums will remain as dump places of 
information, just the same way as documents converted into microform. The 
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full potential of digital archiving can be exploited only if selective access is 
made possible.  ‘Nitya’ succeeds in achieving this goal.  
Nitya Archives 
Nitya is an interface between CDS/ISIS by UNESCO and Adobe Acrobat. Nitya 
combines high-level text compaction technique and highly sophisticated free 
text search. The most outstanding aspect of Nitya is that any piece of 
information can be retrieved from a huge store of information within seconds. 
 Main objectives of Nitya are: 
· It is meant for fast search and retrieval of digitized documents  
· It is for creating stand alone Digital Archives.  
· It is ideal for CD-ROM Full Text publishing. 
Nitya has got two components. One is a collection of PDF documents created 
by Adobe Acrobat. Second is a database describing document elements using 
CDS/ISIS. 
 
Adobe Acrobat 
Acrobat is a brilliant e-Paper solution that converts scanned pages to PDF 
(Portable Document Format) documents. Conversion keeps all the page lay 
out features intact and compresses the file sizes to minimum. PDF files can 
be subjected to OCR. 
Adobe Acrobat provides many hypertext facilities to make the documents 
`navigatable’. `Book marking’ is the most out standing one, which is made 
 
Bibliographic Database 
CDS/ISIS 
 
PDF Documents 
Adobe Acrobat 
NITYA 
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by headings of chapters and sections. This functions as a Table of Contents 
and clicking the bookmarks will open pages of respective chapters/ sections.  
PDF documents have got many advantages over word-processed and 
scanned pages: 
· Acrobat Reader is freely available and can be freely distributed to view 
PDF documents. Different ‘pages views’ are available and any part of the 
text/image can be magnified up to 1600 percentage. 
· Different kinds of hyper links can be constructed easily. 
· Acrobat retains lay out features of original pages and keeps the 
historicity of the document. 
Features of Nitya 
Nitya offers full functionality of windows. It only 
takes a few seconds to install. When it is opened it 
shows distinct areas for Dictionary, Query and 
Bibliographic exhibits. Dictionary contains searchable 
terms arranged under different categories such as 
subject, author, general topics, etc. Number of 
categories depends on the type and characteristics 
of the collection. (For example, categories of an 
archive of palm leaf manuscripts may be author, 
title, leaf no., first line, subject, etc, where as 
categories of an archive of theses may be the 
researcher, guide, departments, university, subject, 
etc). Search terms from the dictionary can be 
selected by a few alphabetical strokes. Clicking in 
the dictionary, terms are transferred to `Query’ area. Queries are formulated 
using Boolean/proximity operators (OR, AND, NOT, *, NEAR). Queries are 
submitted to search and results are first exhibited in minimum details and 
then in full bibliographic details. When the ‘Full Text’ button is clicked, the full 
text is opened in Acrobat Reader and there after the document is navigated 
using book marks and other hyperlinks.  
Dictionary and 
Categories 
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Search and Exhibits in Nitya  
Full Text in Acrobat Reader 
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Conclusion 
Unlimited number of documents can be digitized, stored and retrieved using 
Nitya Archives. Old books, manuscripts in palm leaves, research reports, 
conference proceedings, parliament/legislative proceedings, 
theses/dissertations, government orders, journals, newspaper clippings, etc 
can be made in to digital archives and published in CD ROMs. Retrieval of a 
document is accomplished in seconds and thus Nitya solves many of the 
problems information access in CD-ROM Full Text Publishing. 
Consultancy and training of ‘Nitya’ is undertaken by CIRD (Center for 
Informatics Research and Development, Thiruvananthapuram). CIRD is a 
group of professional librarians engaged in developing techniques for library 
automations. It aims transfer of technology to professional librarians, 
archivists and electronic publishers for digital archiving and CD-ROM 
publishing.  
(For further details on Nitya and CIRD consultancy please visit the web site: 
cirdindia.org) 
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